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ABSTRACT12

Several recent studies proposed and investigated the use of unbonded post-tensioned (PT) bars in bridge13

substructure systems to improve their self-centering behavior. However, the lateral loading resistance and14

self-centering capacities of reinforced concrete (RC) piers with PT bars (i.e., the post-tensioned RC bridge15

piers - PRC piers) could be easily compromised by early crushing of the base compression toe during a16

seismic event. Hence, in order to enhance the pier base integrity, the present study proposes and17

experimentally investigates three simple strategies for enhancing the seismic damage-resistance of PRC piers18

based on the use of: 1) a steel tube to encase the PRC pier’s end segment, 2) ultra-high performance concrete19

(UHPC) at the PRC pier’s end segment, and 3) engineered cementitious composite (ECC) mortar bed20

underneath the pier bottom. The performance of these three PRC piers was assessed by comparing them to a21

conventional PRC pier under cyclic loading and considering both the damage evolution and the cyclic force-22

displacement response. The comparison shows that the proposed enhanced PRC solutions allow improving23

the seismic performance of the system sustaining large lateral drifts with good self-centering behavior.24

Moreover, based on the test results, finite element models accounting for PT force loss and the rocking25

characteristics were validated to reproduce the piers’ cyclic response, highlighting the importance of26

considering PT force loss during numerical simulations.27

Keywords: Bridge piers; Unbonded post-tensioning; Seismic performance; Enhanced resistance;28

Experimental testing; Numerical modeling.29
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Introduction30

The current seismic design approach (AASHTO 2015; MOHURD 2011; JRA 2016) requires bridge piers to31

be detailed such that plastic hinges are characterized by high ductility. This design philosophy has been32

demonstrated to prevent bridge collapse and reduce related casualties during seismic events. However, the33

inelastic deformations and related localized damage in the piers can result in business interruption, high34

repair costs, and may require the demolition and reconstruction of the bridge when the extent of damage is35

too large and/or large residual drifts are present (Kawashima et al. 1998). In this context, there is strong36

momentum in the transport community to develop innovative and smart structural systems chasing the37

objectives of minimizing seismic damage and repair time, hence enhancing structural resilience.38

Precast post-tensioned (PT) bridge piers can conform to the above needs (Piras et al. 2022; Marriott et39

al. 2009; Jeong et al. 2008; Shim et al. 2017; Bu et al. 2016a, 2016b; Li et al. 2019; Shen et al. 2022b; Ou et40

al. 2010; Jia et al. 2020) and also offer some intrinsic prefabrication advantages, that is, shortened41

construction periods, improved quality control, and reduced traffic disruption (Marsh et al. 2011). This pier42

system incorporates PT technologies and energy dissipation (ED) solutions to control the rocking behavior43

and increase hysteretic damping. Currently, considerable research efforts have been dedicated to the seismic44

performance of these substructures to accelerate their implementation in seismic regions (Piras et al. 2022).45

Marriott et al. (2009) experimentally investigated the seismic performances of two post-tensioned reinforced46

concrete (PRC) piers with different numbers of ED elements and compared them with an equivalent47

monolithic reinforced concrete (RC) pier. The results highlighted that, compared with the conventional RC48

pier, the PRC is an effective and promising alternative solution, having stable ED and superior self-centering49

characteristics. The influence of some design parameters related to the ED and self-centering systems on the50

seismic response of the PRC pier was experimentally investigated by Shen et al. (2022b). This study allowed51

the definition of design rules, including an optimal combination of initial PT force and ED amount. Ou et al.52

(2010), Jia et al. (2020), and Bu et al. (2016a, 2016b) experimentally studied the performance of segmental53

precast PRC piers under quasi-static cyclic loads. Besides, Jeong et al. (2008) and Li et al. (2019) performed54

several shaking table tests, further confirming the excellent seismic performance and self-centering ability of55

this type of PRC pier. However, the experimental results also highlighted that the pier toe was characterized56

by high compressive strain during the rocking motion, causing undesirable concrete spalling and crushing57
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damages (Bu et al. 2016b; Jia et al. 2020; Salehi et al. 2021a) and, to some extent, jeopardizing the ductility58

and self-centering capability of the pier (Hassanli et al. 2017).59

In order to tackle this issue, two primary streams of improvements emerged for the PRC pier: 1)60

adopting strengthening technics to resist the high compression stress (Hassanli et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2018a,61

2018b; Trono et al. 2015; Manzo et al. 2022; Shen et al. 2021; Dawood et al. 2014; Guerrini et al. 2015;62

Motaref et al. 2014; Freddi et al. 2017, 2020); and 2) using novel flexible materials to mitigate the63

compressive damage (Motaref et al. 2014; Thapa et al. 2021; Noguez et al. 2012; Nikoukalam et al. 2021).64

Wang et al. (2018a, 2018b) investigated a type of strengthening solution where the piers were manufactured65

with ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) (i.e., with high compressive strength). Manzo et al. (2022)66

used steel jackets to protect the column ends, while Shen et al. (2021) and Guerrini et al. (2015) utilized a67

steel tube to encase the whole PC pier shaft. Fiber-reinforced polymers represent an alternative option to68

provide effective confinement for the piers (Hassanli et al. 2017; Motaref et al. 2014). In addition to the69

strengthening strategy, a number of research projects focused on developing base details employing flexible70

materials, that is, having high ductility capacity and allowing large deformations to accommodate the71

rocking motion. Examples of such base details include incorporating elastomeric pads at the plastic hinge72

region (Motaref et al. 2014; Noguez et al. 2012), using an engineered cementitious composite (ECC) base73

segment (Motaref et al. 2014), placing a polyurethane (PU) sheet at the rocking interface (Thapa et al. 2021),74

and designing a PU segment at the end (Nikoukalam et al. 2021), among others. Moreover, Freddi et al.75

(2017, 2020) proposed a damage-free steel column base where rounded edges were included at the rocking76

interface to avoid stress concentrations. Although some of these PRC solutions have shown promising results,77

there is still a significant need for additional studies to advance the knowledge level of these systems, define78

optimized design strategies and reflect the academic research within bridge codes. In addition, the79

development of enhanced PRC solutions with simple details (ease of construction and maintenance) is80

required to provide the bridge community with additional design options for PRC piers and promote the81

application of these resilience-oriented solutions in practice.82

This research study focuses on the experimental and numerical investigations of three types of enhanced83

PRC bridge piers. Two of the proposed solutions are based on a steel tube and UHPC to enhance the strength84

and ductility of the PRC pier base region. The third solution uses ECC to cast the mortar bed beneath the pier85
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bottom. The main object of this study is to investigate the seismic performance characteristics of these three86

enhanced piers and their relative merits concerning reduced damage, increased ductility, and self-centering87

capacity compared to a conventional one (i.e., the PRC pier). Moreover, finite element (FE) models,88

including the influence of PT loss, were developed for the three enhanced PRC bridge piers and validated89

against the experimental results.90

Enhanced seismic damage-resistant post-tensioned reinforced concrete (PRC) rocking piers91

Post-tensioned reinforced concrete (PRC) rocking pier92

Fig. 1(a) schematically illustrates the benchmark PRC rocking pier. This innovative system comprises a93

precast RC pier integral to its superstructure as the rocking element, a rigid footing leveled by a mortar bed94

layer as the rocking-member support, the unbonded high-strength PT tendon as the controlling self-centering95

element, and mild steel reinforcements as the supplementary ED components. The PT tendon is passed96

through the pier and anchored at the footing bottom and cap top, while the mild steel ED bars are located97

across the pier-footing interface, both connecting the precast members. This connection features that the98

unbonded PT bar behaves elastically, and the mild steel has the ability to sustain large inelastic cyclic99

deformations. Such design allows the bridge pier to possess a controlled rocking behavior as well as to100

dissipate the seismic input energy, resulting in a desirable “flag-shaped” hysteretic response, as shown in Fig.101

1(b). However, the rocking motion inevitably induces a substantial compressive stress localization at the102

pier-footing interface and, consequently, concrete spalling or crushing of pier toes [Fig. 1(c)]. Also, the post-103

tensioning force applied to the pier would aggravate this adverse effect.104

Figs. 1(d) and (e), respectively, show the final damage state of the pier base and force-drift cyclic105

response of a typical PRC bridge pier tested by Shen et al. (2022b). This PRC bridge pier was identified as106

“Specimen PRC-P17.5E.79” in the previous experimental campaign, where 17.5 and .79 represent the initial107

PT force ratio (ηP = FPT_ini/fcAg, where FPT_ini is the initial PT force in the PT bar; fc and Ag are respectively108

the compressive strength of concrete and gross cross-sectional area of the pier) and the ED reinforcement109

ratio (ρED = AED/Ag, where AED is the amount of the ED bars), respectively. It was designed to have ultimate110

strength and drift capacities superior to those of an equivalent monolithic RC pier as well as to improve the111

seismic resilience of the system. Five other PRC version models with different ED bars amounts, initial PT112

force, and ED bars unbonded lengths were also developed and tested by Shen et al. (2022b) to investigate113
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their influence on the pier’s cyclic performance. Analytical models describing these PRC piers’ lateral force-114

drift cyclic behavior were formulated and further calibrated based on the test observations and results.115

Fig. 2(a) shows the structural details of this selected PRC pier (i.e., PRC-P17.5E.79) base. The RC116

pier’s diameter (d) was 440 mm with a transverse reinforcement ratio of approximately 0.84%. A PT117

threaded bar of 40 mm diameter was placed in the center of the pier and fitted into an ungrouted PVC duct.118

Six 16-mm diameter longitudinal mild bars, corresponding to a reinforcement ratio of 0.79%, were provided119

as ED sources. Each mild ED bar was connected to the precast footing through grouted corrugated ducts with120

a sufficient anchorage length (Lac). An unbonded length (Lu) was introduced at the pier-footing interface to121

avoid stress concentrations that could lead to the premature fracture of ED bars (Bu et al. 2016b; Ou et al.122

2010; Wang et al. 2018a). Lac and Lu were designed to be 550 mm and 250 mm, respectively, according to123

the procedure presented in Shen et al. (2022b). The mortar bed in the PRC pier was cast by a 15 cm thick124

UHPCa to meet the design objective of keeping the mortar bed integrity for the rocking system (Shen et al.125

2021; Guerrini et al. 2015). Please note that the UHPCa discussed here is marked with the superscript “a” to126

distinguish it from the UHPCb material used in the pier shaft of the enhanced PRC+UHPC, discussed later.127

Figs. 1(d) and (e) show that although this PRC specimen exhibited satisfactory self-centering capabilities128

(residual drift < 1%) and ED capacity at the target drift, the concrete damage at the base of the pier produces129

a gradual stiffness and strength degradation of the system. Hence, to some extent, it impedes the practical130

application of this type of bridge pier if the pier’s toes are not protected.131

Enhanced solutions and design132

To address this challenge, three enhanced PRC piers based on simple and easy-to-implement details are133

presented herein. These three solutions include: 1) PRC rocking pier with steel tube-encased end segment134

(PRC+ST) [Fig. 2(b)], 2) PRC rocking pier with solid UHPC end segment (PRC+UHPC) [Fig. 2(c)], and 3)135

PRC rocking pier with ECC mortar bed beneath (PRC+ECC) [Fig. 2(d)]. The first two strategies follow the136

concept of enhancing compression damage resistance of the member ends (Hassanli et al. 2017; Manzo et al.137

2022; Motaref et al. 2014). Conversely, the last strategy employs the bendable ECC material, characterized138

by high ductility and low elastic modulus (Xu et al. 2021; Victor 2008), as a buffer bedding layer to reduce139

contact stresses. All these three enhanced solutions were conceived and designed based on the140

aforementioned PRC rocking bridge pier.141
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The PRC+ST rocking pier [Fig. 2(b)] was obtained by providing a steel jacket (i.e., a steel tube) to142

confine the concrete at the bottom of the rocking pier, hence increasing the concrete crushing resistance at143

the pier base (Shen et al. 2021; Hewes et al. 2002). In the design of the steel tube, the height (hst) was144

selected according to the principle that the spalling of concrete in segments above the steel tube should be145

avoided for the seismic design intensity; thus, the portion of the pier characterized by non-linear compression146

stress should be encased in the steel tube. According to Roh and Reinhorn (2009) and based on the half-147

space model (Johnson 1985), the height of this “non-linear stress zone” in the rocking columns (hst∗ ) can be148

determined as follow:149

* 2 2 2 20.5 2sth d c d d c    (1)150

where c is contact length at the rocking interface, i.e., the neutral axis depth [Fig. 1(c)]. According to Hewes151

and Priestley (2002), the height obtained by Eq. (1) should be increased by a safety factor λst to account for a152

potentially higher pier strength, i.e., considering material property variations. Therefore, the designed tube153

height hst can be expressed as:154

*
st st sth h  (2)155

Considering the overstrength factor conventionally used in capacity design procedures, the value of λst is156

taken as 1.2 (AASHTO 2015). From an aesthetic point of view, the steel tube should have an outer diameter157

(dst) equal to the section diameter of the above RC segment, i.e., dst = d. The thickness of the steel tube (tst)158

was designed according to Eq. (3) suggested by Guerrini et al. (2015), by which a sufficient confinement159

level can be provided, and the composite action with the surrounded concrete can be preserved as well.160

/ 100st std t  (3)161

It is worth mentioning that the direct contact between the mortar bed and the stiffer tube toe during pier162

rocking could result in an undesired crushing of the mortar bed (Shen et al. 2021) or local buckling of the163

steel tube (Jeong et al. 2008). For this reason, as shown in Fig. 2(b), the excess mortar below the steel tube164

was removed, i.e., the diameter of the mortar bed is equivalent to the diameter of the concrete core of the165

PRC pier.166

The PRC+UHPC rocking pier [Fig. 2(c)] was obtained by replacing the bottom region of the PRC pier167

with a UHPCb segment. The superscript “b” is used to distinguish it from the UHPCa used for the mortar bed.168

The selection of height (huhpc) and diameter (duhpc) for the UHPCb segment is intended to provide a consistent169
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comparison with the PRC+ST pier designs, and thus two design variables were set to be such that huhpc/hst =170

1.0 and duhpc/dst = 1.0. To avoid concrete spalling and damage under the seismic design intensity, the171

compressive strength of UHPCb ( fuhpcb ) must be large enough to withstand the vertical contact force at the172

interface provided by gravity (FG), post-tensioning (FPT), and energy dissipating forces (FED). Assuming a173

uniform compressive stress acting over the contact length c at the column base (Liu et al. 2022; Aaleti et al.174

2009), the fuhpcb should satisfy the following condition:175

   b G PT ED
uhpc

con

F F Ff
A

 
 (4)176

where Acon is the contact area at the rocking interface, and α is the equivalent rectangular block constant,177

typically taken as 0.85 (Liu et al. 2022). For a design-basis joint rotation θ [Fig. 1(c)], the mild bars and PT178

bar are expected to yield and remain elastic, respectively; thus, Eq. (4) can be further rewritten as:179

_ _( )
             ( / 2 )

PT
G PT ini PT PT ED ED y

b PT
uhpc PT

con

F F A E A f
Lf d c

A





  

     (5)180

where APT, EPT, and LPT are respectively the cross-sectional area, modulus of elasticity, and unbonded length181

of the PT bar; ΔPT is the elongation of the PT bar at the design rotation, which can be obtained through the182

kinematics of rigid bodies [i.e., the latter in Eqs. (5)]; and fED_y is the yield strength of the mild ED bars in183

tension.184

The PRC+ECC rocking pier [Fig. 2(d)] was obtained by replacing the UHPCa mortar bed with ECC185

material. The ECC material was used because of its high damage tolerance and enhanced ductility, as186

discussed by Li and Zhang (2011) and Mehraein and Saiidi (2019). These advantages potentially contribute187

to the resistance to contact damage at the rocking surface. The critical parameters in the design of the188

PRC+ECC were the compressive physical properties of ECC; that is, its compressive strength (fecc) and189

elastic modulus (Eecc). It is desirable to use the ECC with a lower Eecc and a moderate fecc because it allows190

the deformation to occur in the ECC while keeping a similar strength level between the pier concrete and191

mortar bed; that is, Eecc/Ec < 1 and fecc/fc = 1, where Ec is the elastic modulus of the concrete used for the pier.192
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Experimental program193

Specimen description194

Three enhanced PRC pier specimens were constructed in accordance with the overall dimensions of the PRC195

pier (Shen et al. 2022b). The PRC pier was a scaled-down model (1:4.75) achieved through similitude196

analysis. The prototype structure was the single-column substructure with a height of 9.5 m and a diameter of197

2.1 m. More details on design procedure can be found in Shen et al. (2022b). The specimen dimensions, key198

design parameters, fundamental material properties, and loading protocols for all configurations were nearly199

identical, ensuring a fair comparison of the seismic performance among them. As shown in Fig. 3(a), each200

specimen had a sectional depth of 440 mm and was supported by a precast footing block with dimensions of201

1.76 × 1.16 × 0.60 m. A concrete cap beam was integrated into each pier top, also serving as the loading202

beam. The pier’s clear height was 1.75 m, and the lateral loading point was located 2.0 m above the footing’s203

top surface, giving an aspect ratio of 4.55. A 40-mm-diameter high-strength steel bar with the initial PT force204

of 749 kN (corresponding to the ηP of 17.5%) was provided along the centerline of the pier to prestress it.205

The reinforcement arrangements of the cross-section in each specimen are shown in Fig. 2. The target drift206

was set as 6.0% (i.e., approximately 1.5 times the ultimate drift of the PRC pier), and the contact length c207

was assumed equal to 0.25d at this drift level (Guerrini et al. 2015; Shen et al. 2022a). Thus, according to the208

design requirements for the PRC+ST base described in Section “Enhanced solutions and design”, the tube209

height hst was preliminary calculated to be 447.6 mm, and the tube thickness should satisfy: tst > 4.4 mm.210

Considering the commercially-available steel profiles and the convenience of manufacturing, the hst and tst211

were selected equal to 440 (also equal to the diameter of the column) and 6 mm, respectively [Fig. 2(b)]. The212

outer diameter of the steel tube dst was designed to be 440 mm as per the geometry of the pier cross-section.213

Accordingly, the PRC+UHPC was designed with a UHPCb segment with a height huhpc of 440 mm, and a214

diameter duhpc of 440 mm [Fig. 2(c)]. Fig. 3(b) shows the actual test specimens before the tests, while the215

differences among the specimens and the key design parameters are summarized in Table 1.216

Table 2 lists the measured physical properties for various materials used. The compressive strength of217

the UHPCb was 121.0 MPa, larger than the minimum value of 89.2 MPa calculated by the right side of Eqs.218

(5). The only difference between UHPCa and UHPCb was in the percentage of steel fibers within the concrete219

mix, i.e., the UHPCa was characterized by a higher percentage of steel fibers resulting in higher compressive220
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strength to prevent mortar bed damage hence maintaining the self-centering behavior. ECC material was221

prepared following the mix design presented in Xu et al. (2021), which developed the desired property with222

Eecc/Ec = 0.53 and fecc/fc = 1.14. Fig. 4 shows the final damage state of these two material samples subject to223

monotonic compression loading. Several vertical and diagonal cracks with exposed steel fibers were224

observed on the damaged UHPC sample; however, it still maintained good integrity without severe spalling225

[Fig. 4(a)]. As for the ECC sample, a gradual compressive deformation can be detected during the test and226

failed in the ductile compression mode with obvious permanent deformation, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The ECC227

sample’s integrity was still sound due to the bridging interaction between polyvinyl alcohol fibers and228

cementitious matrix, i.e., a strong bonding and synergistic interaction between them (Victor 2008).229

Test setups and loading protocol230

A cantilever configuration test setup with a supplementary reaction frame was used for the cyclic tests (Fig.231

5). Two 1500-kN vertical hydraulic actuators with a maximum stroke of 20 cm were tied to the reaction232

frame to provide a constant vertical load of 300 kN (= 2 × 150 kN) as the gravity loads [Fig. 6(a)]. During233

testing, these two vertical actuators were allowed to lateral slide with the movement of cap beam to234

guarantee that the imposed axial force was in the vertical line. The lateral loading was applied at the cap235

beam (2 m height above the footing surface) by a horizontal hydraulic actuator with a capacity of 500 kN and236

a 50 cm stroke. This horizontal actuator was fixed to the laboratory strong wall and pushed and pulled in the237

West-East (W-E) direction. Fig. 6(b) shows the pre-defined drift-based lateral loading protocol. The whole238

imposed drift matrix consisted of 22 gradually increasing amplitudes (up to a drift of 6%), with each239

amplitude repeating three times to account for the progressive damage during seismic events. To eliminate240

the rate-dependent damping related to the pier materials, the lateral drifts were applied at a low rate of 1241

mm/s. First, three fully reversed cycles at drift amplitudes from 0.1% to 0.6% (an increasing step of 0.1%)242

were applied to the pier for capturing the drifts of ED bar yielding. Successively, the cycles until 1.6% drift243

were performed with an increasing step of 0.2% drift. Last, lateral drifts increased with an increasing step of244

0.4% to 2.0%, 2.4%, and 2.8%, and so on until failure. The tests were terminated (i.e., pier failure) due to the245

ED bar fracture in all cases. Each specimen was instrumented with a large number of sensors to monitor the246

different response parameters, including (1) lateral force and displacement at the loading point of the column247

top; (2) axial force and strain in the PT bar; (3) curvatures of the column bottom region; (4) vertical248
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displacements to monitor rocking of the column base; and (5) strain gauge measurements from the ED bars249

and the steel tube when used. Fig. 5 shows the location and key details of the instrumentation. It should be250

noted that the transducers installed to detect unexpected responses such as the relative sliding between the251

pier base and the footing and the sliding movement of the footing are not depicted in this figure.252

Experimental results and comparisons253

Test observations254

To evaluate the effective protection in compression zones/toes offered by the three investigated strategies,255

the benchmark PRC pier’s damage evolution and final state are provided in Fig. 7 for comparison purposes.256

Spalling damage occurred in PRC at a drift of 1.0%, while extensive concrete spalling and exposed ED bars257

were observed at a drift of 2.4%. The pier failed at 4.0% as a result of the core concrete crushing and ED258

bars buckling/fracture. The distress extent covered up to 25 cm. A more detailed description of the damage to259

the PRC pier can be found in Shen et al. (2022b).260

Fig. 8 illustrates the key damage states for the three enhanced PRC piers. No damage occurred during261

the first seven amplitudes (drifts up to 0.8%) other than the appearance of hairline cracks in the RC segment262

and yielding of ED bars. These cracks were attributed to small flexural deformations and closed after the263

drift level was completed. For increasing drift amplitudes, the piers gradually responded by rocking with an264

obvious gap-opening occurring at the pier-mortar bed interface, as shown in Fig. 9. For these amplitudes,265

some differences could be observed in the damage evolution of the three enhanced PRC piers emerged, but266

all experienced significantly less extensive damage than the benchmark PRC.267

Fig. 8(a) shows the damage evolution and final state of the PRC+ST pier. After completion of the 6.0%268

drift, little damage was observed to the pier shaft except for some horizontal cracks in the upper RC segment.269

These cracks were insignificant and partly resulted from the flexural deformations. No evidence of the270

damage, such as local buckling or warping, was detected in the steel tube thanks to the gap left at the tube’s271

bottom end to avoid contact between the steel tube and the mortar bed at the footing. After the test, the steel272

tube was cut and removed to observe the damage state of the inner concrete. No damage was observed in the273

concrete, indicating that the steel tube was effective in limiting base concrete spalling. Thus, it can be274

concluded that the compressive toes in PRC+ST were successfully protected against damage. The integrity275

of this PRC pier also contributed to restricting the ED bars’ buckling and delayed their fracture. The first276
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fracture of the ED bar in PRC+ST occurred in the push direction at a drift of 5.6% (significantly larger than277

the 4.0% drift in the benchmark PRC (Shen et al. 2022b). In addition, the high-strength mortar bed of the278

PRC+ST did not experience any damage during the tests.279

Fig. 8(b) shows the damage evolution and final state of the PRC+UHPC pier. The PRC+UHPC showed280

a minimal-damage rocking response similar to the PRC+ST. A few horizontal cracks formed on the concrete281

surface in the RC segment, while the UHPCb segment maintained its integrity except for a few cosmetic282

cracks at a height of approximately 30 cm and some superficial splitting cracks/spalling at the pier base.283

These minor damages in UHPCb would not affect the capacity and response of the pier (as demonstrated by284

the measured results in the following Sections); thus, the compressive strength of UHPCb was able to resist285

the high compressive stress at the rocking interface at the target drift. Also in this case, the failure mode of286

PRC+UHPC was related to the ED bars fracture. The pier withstood two full cycles of 5.6% drift before the287

bar fractured and was subsequently tested in only the push direction of a drift of 6.0%. It should be noted that,288

due to the segmental casting of RC and UHPCb segments and the variation of material properties, a289

circumferential crack was visible at the interface of the two materials; however, the crack did not penetrate290

into the confined core and remained small without weakening the pier. The mortar bed in the PRC+UHPC291

pier was generally intact, with only minor vertical splitting beneath the compressive toes.292

Fig. 8(c) shows the damage evolution and final state of the PRC+ECC pier. As expected, the PRC+ECC293

had a relatively encouraging behavior under lateral cyclic loading compared to the benchmark PRC pier. The294

pier shaft of PRC+ECC merely suffered some horizontal cracks before a drift of 1.6%, after which slight295

cover concrete spalling was observed at the compressive toe, while the spalling damage in benchmark PRC296

emerged earlier at a drift of 1.0%. Subsequently, with cycling continuing, the damage in PRC+ECC297

gradually became moderate with the occurrence of partly concrete crushing, resulting in the exposure of both298

ED bars and spirals. The test was stopped at the drift of 4.8% due to the ED bars fracture on both sides of the299

pier, as well as other bars buckling. After the tests, the damage in PRC+ECC was mostly limited to the base300

region with a height of 10 cm, less than the extent of concrete distress of 25 cm observed in the benchmark301

PRC pier (Fig. 7), even though the PRC+ECC withstood a larger lateral drift [i.e., 4.8% (PRC+ECC) > 4.0%302

(PRC)]. This comparison illustrated that the PRC+ECC pier suffered much less cracking and spalling than its303

benchmark PRC. The reduced damage observed in the PRC+ECC was attributed to the ECC mortar bed’s304
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high ductility and flexibility (i.e., low elastic modulus), which contributed to transforming the conventional305

‘hard’ contact at the rocking interface into a ‘soft’ one. As a result, the base rotation due to rocking was306

accommodated not only by the inelastic deformation of the pier base but also by the compressive307

deformation of the ECC mortar bed. Slight residual compression distortion was visible in the ECC mortar308

bed after the removal of the pier shaft [Fig. 8(c)].309

Force-drift relationship310

Figs. 10(a-c) show the measured lateral force-drift hysteretic curves together with the indication of the ED311

bars fractures for three test specimens. Moreover, Fig. 10(d) shows the average backbone curves of the312

enhanced PRC piers and their comparison with the benchmark PRC pier [the force-drift hysteretic response313

of PRC is shown in Fig. 1(e)]. All three enhanced PRC specimens displayed obvious flag-shape hysteretic314

behavior with a favorable self-centering tendency upon unloading. Their lateral resistance increased and315

reached the peak strength at a drift of approximately 1.2%. After that, differing from the strength loss trend316

in PRC discussed before [Fig. 1(e)], a stable post-elastic region with minimal strength degradation was317

observed in PRC+ST and PRC+UHPC [Figs. 10(a) and (b)] until lateral drift reached 6.0% (i.e., the target318

drift). At this drift level, the strength of the pull direction in PRC+ST and the push direction in PRC+UHPC319

suddenly dropped by about 13% and 18%, respectively. The sudden reduction of the lateral force in these320

two specimens was related to the fracture of ED bars. Each fracture corresponded to a sudden drop in force321

resistance, as shown in Figs. 10(a) and (b). The PRC+ECC [Fig. 10(c)] exhibited steady ductility behavior up322

to a drift level of roughly 3.0%, and afterward, a gradual degradation in strength occurred as a result of the323

moderate damage at the base. The ED bar of PRC+ECC first fractured during the first pulling loading to324

4.0% drift, and the ED bar fractured at 4.8% drift in the opposite direction (i.e., the push direction). The325

fracture of ED bars led to the significant decrease in its lateral force, and the base concrete damage and326

resulting PT loss (as discussed later, Fig. 15) also diminished the PRC+ECC’s force resistance. Testing of327

PRC+ECC did not continue until the target drift as the lateral force was reduced by about 46% and 24% of328

its peak capacity in the push and pull direction, respectively, after the ED bars fractured on both sides.329

Average backbone curves were obtained by connecting the peak points of the hysteretic loops at each330

drift level and then averaging the push and pull directions [Fig. 10(d)]. The initial stiffness of PRC+ST and331

PRC+UHPC was 25.1 and 25.4 kN/mm, respectively, and the initial stiffness of PRC+ECC was 22.5 kN/mm.332
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By comparison with the initial stiffness of PRC, that is 23.8 kN/mm, it can be seen that both initial333

stiffnesses of PRC+ST and PRC+UHPC were slightly higher (about 6.0%) than that of PRC due to the334

confinement effect of steel tube in the former and the high elastic modulus of UHPCb in the latter.335

Conversely, the low elastic modulus of ECC increased the flexibility of the PRC+ECC pier base, resulting in336

a slightly lower initial stiffness (about 5.8%). As the drift increased, PRC+UHPC gradually showed a larger337

lateral strength than the other three piers, especially after 1.0% drift, and achieved a peak force of 159.4 kN338

at a drift of 2.4%. The peak forces in PRC+ST, PRC+ECC, and PRC were almost identical with the values of339

138.7, 139.6, and 135.4 kN, respectively. This revealed that the use of a high strength material, such as340

UHPC, as the bottommost segment in the PT rocking system required less contact area of the rocking341

interface [as discussed later, Fig. 13(a)] to resist the vertical force. This produced larger gap openings for the342

same drift amplitude and, thus, larger elongations and forces in the ED and PT elements. This phenomenon343

was not obvious in PRC+ST due to the inner concrete shrinkage during the curing phase, causing a small gap344

between the concrete and steel tube (Cai 2007). Therefore, the steel tube-confining effect was effective only345

at relatively large drifts. This behavior was confirmed by the measurements of the steel tube’s strain in the346

hoop direction related to the expansion of core concrete. Fig. 11 shows the strain response of the steel tube in347

the hoop direction as a function of drift. It can be observed that the steel tube is characterized by a significant348

increase of the strain only for drifts larger than 1.6%.349

In addition, Fig. 10(d) shows that the force reduction after the peak values was smaller in all the three350

enhanced solutions compared to the PRC. Considering a 15% lateral force reduction as the ultimate state of351

the pier, the PRC+ST, PRC+UHPC, PRC+ECC, and PRC failed at drifts of 6.0%, 5.8%, 4.1%, and 3.5%,352

respectively. Hence, the enhanced solutions allowed for an increased ultimate drift of 71.4%, 65.7%, and353

17.1% with respect to the PRC, respectively, for the PRC+ST, PRC+UHPC, and PRC+ECC. Based on the354

idealized elastoplastic curves determined from piers’ average backbones, their ductility was evaluated by the355

ductility factor μd, defined as the yield drift divided by the ultimate drift (AASHTO 2015). Hence, having all356

systems a similar yielding drift (approximately 0.6%), this resulted in a significant variation of the μd357

corresponding to 10.0, 9.7, 6.8, and 5.8, respectively, for PRC+ST, PRC+UHPC, PRC+ECC, and PRC. An358

improved ductility capacity was achieved in all three enhanced PRC versions. In comparison with PRC,359

PRC+ST, PRC+UHPC, and PRC+ECC exhibited a 72.4%, 67.2% and 17.2% increase in μd, respectively. In360
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addition, the equivalent stiffnesses also can be determined from the idealized elastoplastic curves, with361

values of 9.7, 10.5, 9.6 and 9.1 kN/mm for PRC+ST, PRC+UHPC, PRC+ECC, and PRC, respectively. As a362

result, the corresponding natural frequencies were 2.7, 2.8, 2.7 and 2.6 Hz, respectively.363

Pier bottom behavior364

The pier bottom behavior in rocking systems, as shown in Fig. 12, can be characterized by two main365

parameters: 1) the neutral axis depth c, and 2) the gap opening dopen. These two parameters can be calculated366

using Eqs. (6) and (7), as follow:367
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where Δhe and Δhw are respectively the measured displacement data of the lowermost LVDTs on the east and370

west faces of the pier, hLVDT is the gauge length, and de and dw are respectively the horizontal distances371

between the lowermost LVDTs on the east and west faces of the pier. Note that the accuracy of these two372

responses can be checked with the average of measured displacements in the lowermost LVDT of the south373

and north faces Δhm.374

Fig. 13(a) shows the neutral axis depth profiles of the PRC and three enhanced PRCs at different drift375

levels. As illustrated in the figure, the normalized neutral axis depth c/d in PRC, PRC+UHPC, and376

PRC+ECC significantly decreased to the designed value of 0.25 once the interface gap opening appeared (at377

approximately 0.5% drift). Conversely, a slower decrease trend of c/d was observed in PRC+ST. This is first378

because, as previously mentioned, the tube-confined effect in PRC+ST was only obvious after the 1.6% drift379

(Fig. 11). Hence, before the 1.6% drift, the strength of inner concrete in steel tube was smaller than that of380

RC, and more base contact area (i.e., larger c/d) of PRC+ST was necessary to participate in resisting the381

vertical force accordingly. Furthermore, the smaller dimension of the mortar bed in PRC+ST [Fig. 2(b)] also382

resulted in a deeper/larger c to resist the vertical contact force. For increasing lateral drift, an increasing trend383

of c/d was observed in PRC due to severe concrete crushing at the pier base (Shen et al. 2022b); the c/d384

curves of both PRC+ST and PRC+UHPC were gradually decreasing to an almost constant value, indicating385

damage avoidance to the pier base in them. The constant c/d values in PRC+ST and PRC+UHPC at large386

drifts (> 3.0% drift) were approximately 0.20 and 0.14, respectively. For PRC+ECC, c/d had a slightly387
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increasing trend, and a constant c/d value of about 0.29 was obtained for drifts larger than 3.0%. This value388

is large compared to the other two enhanced PRC piers but still 36.7% smaller than the PRC.389

Fig. 13(b) shows the gap opening values at the pier-mortar bed interface with increasing lateral drifts.390

As expected, in comparison with PRC, the dopen in PRC+ST, PRC+UHPC, and PRC+ECC was larger,391

exhibiting relatively obvious rocking behavior. This is attributed to their smaller c/d values, resulting in the392

more extended lever arm at the joint interface. At a 4.0% drift, the PRC showed a dopen of 9.7 mm, while the393

values of dopen in PRC+ST, PRC+UHPC, and PRC+ECC were 25.8%, 36.1%, and 18.6%, respectively,394

greater than that of PRC, i.e., 12.2, 13.2, and 11.5 mm, respectively.395

Self-centering and energy dissipation (ED) capacities396

Fig. 14(a) compares the self-centering capacity of the PRC and the three enhanced PRC piers by evaluating397

their relative self-centering efficiency (RSE) (Shen et al. 2021; Thapa et al. 2021). The RSE is defined as the398

ratio of recoverable drifts to the imposed peak drifts:399
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(8)400

where u +
res and u +

peak are respectively the residual drift and the peak drift in the push direction; and u－
res and u－

peak401

are respectively the residual drift and the peak drift in the pull direction. An RSE value of 1.0 indicates a full402

self-centering condition. Degradation of the self-centering capacity of the PRC pier was first detected at403

1.6% drift, where the RSE value started decreasing and shifted to about 0.75 at 4.0% drift. Conversely, a404

superior and constant self-centering behavior (RSE > 0.85) was observed in the three enhanced PRC piers for405

drifts up to 4.0%. As such, it can be concluded that the robustness of self-centering capacity in PRC piers406

was enhanced by the implementation of any proposed strategies. After 4.0% drift, due to the large407

accumulated PT loss (discussed later) and the plastic deformation in ED bars, the RSE in PRC+ST and408

PRC+UHPC slightly decreased, with a range of 0.8-0.9 until tests were terminated. The PRC+ECC409

experienced an RSE reduction to approximately 0.78 at the maximum drift of 4.8%.410

Fig. 14(b) compares the ED capacity of the PRC and the three enhanced PRC piers based on equivalent411

damping ratio ξeq. As no/less concrete spalling and crushing occurred at the pier toes, the ξeq results in412

PRC+ST, PRC+UHPC, and PRC+ECC were 17.1%, 29.2%, and 19.0%, respectively, lower than that of the413

PRC (on average from 1.0% to 4.0% drift). Despite this ED reduction, the enhanced PRC piers still provide414

sufficient ED with ξeq > 10% for a wide range of drifts amplitudes of interest.415
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PT bar responses416

Figs. 15(a-c) show the variations of the PT stress for the three enhanced PRC piers. Losses of the PT stress417

after each set of cycles were evident, and the corresponding PT loss ratios versus the peak drifts are shown in418

Fig. 15(d). The PT loss ratio was defined as the ratio between the loss amount of PT stress at the end of each419

drift level and the initial PT stress (Shen et al. 2022a). Fig. 15(d) also presents the PT loss ratio results of420

PRC to reflect the influence of enhanced strategies on the variations of PT forces.421

As indicated in Figs. 15(a-c), the stress in the PT bar increased significantly as a result of gap opening422

and consequent additional elongation of the PT bar. The maximum stress of the PT bar in PRC+ST,423

PRC+UHPC, and PRC+ECC during the tests was 840.9, 821.4, and 748.7 MPa, respectively, all less than the424

measured PT bar yield strength of 1067.7 MPa (Table 2). Thus, the PT bars in all three enhanced PRC piers425

remained essentially elastic. Note that these measured maximum PT stresses were smaller than the426

theoretical PT force values in Eqs. (5) (i.e., 1075 MPa in PRC+ST and PRC+UHPC; 980 MPa in PRC+ECC)427

due to the observed PT losses. It can be seen that after completion of the drift level of 4.0%, the remaining428

PT stress in piers PRC+ST, PRC+UHPC, and PRC+ECC were respectively equal to 538.8, 477.7, and 546.5429

MPa, corresponding to stress losses of 73.0, 125.0, and 58.1 MPa [i.e., 11.9%, 20.7%, and 9.6% of the initial430

PT stress, Fig. 15(d)]. By comparing these values with the PT loss ratio of PRC, it can be observed that at a431

4.0% drift, PRC+ST experienced a comparable PT loss ratio to the PRC, while PRC+UHPC had a larger PT432

loss than that of the PRC [Fig. 15(d)]. The PT loss is related to three primary contributions: 1) extensive433

damage to the rocking base resulting in the pier’s shortening, 2) anchorage seating loss/slippage, and 3)434

localized yielding in PT bars at locations of the pier-footing rocking joint. The enhanced PRC piers allow for435

minimizing/avoiding the damage to the rocking base. Hence, the PT loss of the enhanced PRC piers is436

expected to be mainly related to the last two contributions (Wang et al. 2018a; Trono et al. 2015).437

Furthermore, Fig. 15(d) shows that the stress loss of PT in PRC+ECC is the least thanks to the flexible ECC438

mortar bed.439

The localized yielding in the PT bar was monitored by recording strain data along the PT bar at four440

different heights, as shown in Fig. 16. An abnormal change (drop/increase) of the PT bar strain was observed441

at the pier-footing height level (i.e., height = 0 mm) in all piers. This strain change was due to the contact442

between the PT bar and the duct inside the footing resulting in a localized yielding/damage. Similar damage443
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in the PT tendon was also observed by Salehi et al. (2021a, 2021b) and Manzo et al. (2022). The strain444

curves among the other three height levels (i.e., height = 585, 1165, and 1750 mm) in the PT bar were similar445

and coincided with the recorded force data of the load cell [Figs. 15(a-c)]. The PRC+UHPC was446

characterized by contact between the PT bar and the duct at a drift of 1.6%, as shown in Fig. 16(b), and after447

2.0% drift, the strain gauge was damaged without recording the real data due to the contact. This anticipated448

contact, with respect to the other three piers, is due to its smaller neutral axis depth [Fig. 13(a)]. Local449

contacts and resulting yielding damage in the PT bar could cause the loss of PT forces from the evidence that450

the significant PT loss in PRC+UHPC was gradually observed after 1.6% drift [Fig. 15(d)]. In PRC+ST, the451

local contact/yielding of the PT bar occurred at an approximately 2.4% drift [Fig. 16(a)], after which the PT452

loss ratio increased [Fig. 15(d)]; while the contact phenomenon was not pronounced in PRC+ECC and PRC453

[Figs. 16(c) and (d)]. It is worth mentioning that although these PT losses did not significantly affect the self-454

centering capability of the tested piers [Fig. 14(a)] due to the relatively large initial PT force (Shen et al.455

2022b), providing a sufficient gap between the PT bar and the duct should be taken into account during the456

design process.457

Finite element (FE) model validation458

A modeling strategy for three enhanced PRC piers has been developed in OpenSees (Mazzoni et al. 2009).459

This modeling strategy is consistent with the simulation work performed by Shen et al. (2022a) and460

considers the two key response parameters measured during the tests, i.e., base rocking and PT force loss.461

The material properties used in the models were specified according to the measured values listed in Table 2,462

and the effectiveness of the developed models was validated against the test results. The viscous damping463

was not considered in the numerical modeling due to the slow loading rate used in the tests.464

Fig. 17 shows a schematic representation of the FE models for PRC+ST, PRC+UHPC, and PRC+ECC,465

while the various details of the models are provided in Fig. 18. These consists of sophisticated non-linear FE466

models where the three-dimensional (3D) rocking boundary detailing is modeled by a series of compression-467

only zero-length spring elements. Pier bodies are modeled using four fiber beam-column elements with468

corresponding cross-section properties, i.e., the RC fiber discretization section [Section A-A, Fig. 18(a)] is469

used to simulate non-enhanced RC pier bodies, while the concrete-filled steel tube fiber section [Section B-B,470

Fig. 18(a)] and UHPC fiber section [Section C-C, Fig. 18(a)] are used for the bottom region in PRC+ST and471
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PRC+UHPC FE models, respectively. Each fiber section is discretized into 36 and 17 fibers in472

circumferential and radial directions, respectively. The uniaxial material models of ‘Concrete 01’ and ‘Steel473

02’ were adopted for the concrete (both normal concrete and UHPC) and the steel materials (both ED bars474

and steel tube), respectively. The properties of the core concrete confined by the stirrups and steel tube were475

defined according to the constitutive law developed by Mander et al. (1988) and Han et al. (2007),476

respectively.477

The modeling of the pier base (Detail A, Fig. 17) is characterized by the details of six ED bars and478

rocking behavior, as shown in Fig. 18(b). Each ED bar is represented by a non-linear beam-column element479

with the length equaling to the designed unbonded length Lu plus the developed additional unbonded length480

of 5.5 times the bar diameter at both ends of the bar due to strain penetration (Bu et al. 2016b; Ou et al.481

2010). The hysteretic behavior of ED bars is modeled using the ‘Steel 02’ material model. The rocking482

phenomenon at the interface is represented by a zero-length multi-spring unit. This multi-spring unit consists483

of 36 wedges along the circumference and 5 rings along with the radius. Spring elements with a484

compression-only ‘Concrete 01’ material are assigned to each spring (Shen et al. 2022a). Based on the485

recommendations of Guerrini et al. (2015), the compressive behavior of the mortar bed material is used to486

represent the spring contact, i.e., the compressive stress-strain relation of UHPCa (Wang et al. 2016) is used487

to simulate the rocking contact of PRC+ST and PRC+UHPC. In contrast, the compressive relation of ECC488

(Han et al. 2003) is used for the contact in PRC+ECC.489

The unbonded PT bar is modeled using an elastic truss element, which runs parallel to the pier bodies490

and is connected to the anchorage locations at the cap beam top and footing bottom (Fig. 17). ‘Steel 02’491

material model with parameter cR1 = 0 (i.e., a sharp transition from the elastic to plastic branches) is adopted,492

and the initial PT force is imposed by using the ‘Initial strain material’ (Elettore et al. 2021). It is noteworthy493

that the plastic branch of ‘Steel 02’ material is not activated in the analysis process, i.e., PT bars remains494

elastic. To implement the loss of PT force observed during the tests, a zero-length element with ‘Multilinear’495

material was introduced between the PT bar bottom end and the bottom anchor location following the496

suggestions of Shen et al. (2022a). The effect of PT force loss can be considered by selecting the stiffness of497

this zero-length element equal to n times the axial stiffness of the PT bar (kPT), i.e., nkPT. The multiplier498

parameter n of this zero-length element stiffness was related to the ratio between the resulting PT force loss499
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after completion of the drift (FPT_loss) and the corresponding elongation of the PT bar (ΔPT), which can be500

expressed as (Shen et al. 2022a):501

_ 1 1PT loss

PT PT

n
F

k
  


(9)502

Fig. 19 shows the PT loss ratio of three enhanced PRC piers at each drift against the corresponding ΔPT.503

These relationships have been defined in agreement with the experimental results [Fig. 15(d)], where the PT504

force loss FPT_loss significantly increased after a certain ΔPT amplitude (0.2 cm) due to the contact between the505

PT bar and the duct edges at the interface as discussed in Section “PT bar responses”. Hence, a bilinear506

regression model has been used to represent the relationship between FPT_loss and ΔPT, in which the ΔPT = 0.2507

cm was the turning point. The slope k1 and k2 values of the fitting and their coefficient of determination R2508

are also provided in Fig. 19. All R2 ≥ 0.93 indicated a good fit for these slopes. Thus, substituting the FPT_loss509

with bilinear relationships of ΔPT from Eq. (9) gives:510
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This leads to a two-parameter ni model [see Fig. 18(c)] for each bridge pier. A more detailed description of512

the inclusion of PT force loss in the analysis of PT piers is provided in Shen et al. (2022a).513

Figs. 20(a-c) shows the comparison between the numerical and experimental results for the hysteretic514

response of the three enhanced PRC piers. The FE models exhibits an accurate representation of the force-515

drift behavior for the enhanced PRC piers. The progressive strength increase/degradation trend with drift516

levels and the self-centering behavior during unloading are well predicted. However, some small differences517

between the simulation and test residual drifts can be observed. This is due to the discrepancy of the concrete518

material and the uncertainty of the adopted constitutive relations for the UHPC and ECC materials. In519

addition, the influence of the PT force loss on the load resistance of the enhanced PRC piers was further520

numerically investigated, and Fig. 20(d) compares the average envelopes in the push and pull directions521

between cases with and without considering PT force loss. It can be found that neglecting the PT loss effects522

results in overestimating the pier’s force resistance, especially after 2.0% drift (k2 > k1). For the PRC+ST and523

PRC+UHPC, neglecting the PT loss effects in the simulations leads to force resistance overestimated by524

12.5% and 9.2%, respectively, at a drift of 5.6%. For the PRC+ECC, neglecting the PT loss effects in the525

simulations leads to force resistance overestimated by 11.2% at a drift of 4.4%. The comparison of the526
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results highlights the importance of considering the PT loss effects in the FE models of PT rocking pier527

systems. Similar observations were also highlighted for post-tensioned concrete-filled steel tubular (PCFT)528

columns by Shen et al. (2022a).529

Conclusions530

The present study experimentally and numerically investigated enhanced configurations of post-tensioned531

reinforced concrete (PRC) bridge piers with the aim of minimizing the damage related to the crushing of the532

base compression toe during a seismic event. Three possible enhanced PRC piers have been investigated and533

compared with a PRC benchmark configuration previously investigated by the Authors. The first two534

solutions respectively used a steel tube and ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) to strengthen the535

integrity of the pier base (i.e., PRC+ST and PRC+UHPC); while the third solution employed engineered536

cementitious composite (ECC) material as the mortar bed to mitigate the contact stresses at the rocking537

interface (i.e., PRC+ECC). All the enhanced PRC piers were conceived and designed based on a benchmark538

PRC pier [i.e., identical dimensions, initial post-tensioned (PT) force, and energy dissipation (ED) bars] and539

tested under cyclic loading. Moreover, a modeling strategy simulating the rocking characteristic and the loss540

of PT force was validated against the experimental results. The main outcomes of the experimental and541

numerical work can be summarized as follow:542

(1) As desired per their design philosophies and recommendations, the three enhanced PRC piers have543

superior ductility and less damage extent compared to those of the benchmark PRC pier. The PRC+ST544

and PRC+UHPC experienced very limited damage with a few hairline cracks during the tests while the545

force resistance began to degrade at a drift of 6.0% due to the fracture of ED bars. The PRC+ECC546

sustained some column damage in the form of limited concrete crushing at the base, however, it showed547

a enhanced behavior compared to benchmark PRC pier until failure for a drift of 4.1%.548

(2) In comparison with PRC, PRC+UHPC performed better in terms of lateral strength and stiffness as a549

result of the use of material with a higher strength (i.e., UHPC) and a corresponding less neutral axis550

depth at the rocking interface. The PRC+ST showed a limited increase of the lateral strength due to an551

insufficient confinement of the concrete core from steel tube at small drifts. This is concsequence of the552

inner concrete shrinking during the concrete curing. The lateral strength of PRC+ECC also was found to553

be comparable to that of the benchmark PRC.554
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(3) Due to the damage-free/minimal damage of the pier body, the PRC+ST and PRC+UHPC exhibited an555

almost constant normalized neutral axis depth c/d of 0.20 and 0.14, respectively, at large drifts.556

Conversely, the PRC+ECC showed a slight increase of c/d curve, with its value equalling to 0.29 at a557

4.0% drift. The relatively steady c/d variation contributed to a large gap opening of the base joint and the558

relative plastic deformations of ED bars. Thus, the ED capacity of three enhanced PRC piers was559

satisfactory (i.e., most cases with an equivalent damping ratio larger than 10%) despite the lack of560

concrete inelastic response as another ED source.561

(4) The PRC+ST and PRC+UHPC piers showed an excellent self-centering behavior. However, their562

approximately rigid rocking behavior induced an unexpected contact between the PT bar and the duct at563

the rocking joint interface, resulting in the local yielding of the PT bar and consequent PT force loss.564

This PT force loss coupled with other PT force loss effects due to anchorage seating loss resulted in the565

lateral force resistance not increasing (kept about constant) after 1.2% drift. The PT loss phenomenon566

was not pronounced in PRC+ECC thanks to the flexible deformation of the ECC mortar bed.567

(5) Numerical simulations indicated the importance of considering the effects of PT force loss in the finite568

element models of three enhanced PRC piers. Neglecting the presence of PT force losses would569

exaggerate the PRC piers load capacity, especially after the 2.0% drift, with a lateral force approximately570

10% larger than the actual one.571

(6) The three proposed enhanced PRC piers showed a better performance with respect to the benchmark572

PRC pier. The experimental results showed some limitations of the three enhanced PRC piers including573

the insufficient confinement of the concrete core in the PRC+ST, some local concrete crushing in the574

PRC+ECC, and the PT force loss due to contact with the PT duct in the PRC+ST and PRC+UHPC. It is575

also noteworthy that the plastic regions in PRC+ST and PRC+UHPC could potential shift upwards under576

dynamic loading and resulting complicated seismic behavior. In comparison, PRC+ECC was likely a577

more suitable counterpart for comparative analysis due to the identical RC pier shaft to PRC. However,578

their actual seismic performance should be investigated by shaking table tests since the inertial force and579

viscous damping are not included in existing quasi-static tests, particularly given the complicated580

rocking motions. These observations and thoughts will contribute to the definition of further research581

directions.582
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Figure Caption List688

 Fig. 1. (a) Sketch representation, (b) expected flag-shaped hysteresis, and (c) base rocking behavior of689
the post-tensioned reinforced concrete (PRC) rocking column. (d) and (e) an actual example of base690
damage and the lateral force-drift response of PRC columns tested by Shen et al. (2022b).691

 Fig. 2. Schematic view of rocking base details for: (a) PRC pier (Shen et al. 2022b), (b) PRC+ST pier, (c)692
PRC+UHPC pier, and (d) PRC+ECC pier [unit: mm].693

 Fig. 3. (a) Specimen configurations and dimensions [unit: mm], (b) finished enhanced PRC test694
specimens.695

 Fig. 4. Failure states of material samples under compression and the fibers used in them: (a) UHPC with696
steel fibers, (b) ECC with polyvinyl alcohol fibers.697

 Fig. 5. (a) Test setup with instrumentation deployment, (b) vertical loading protocol, and (c) lateral698
loading protocol.699

 Fig. 6. Damage evolution and final state for the benchmark PRC pier.700

 Fig. 7. Damage evolution and final state for: (a) PRC+ST, (b) PRC+UHPC, and (c) PRC+ECC.701

 Fig. 8. Rocking behavior of the PRC pier’s bases during the tests.702

 Fig. 9. Lateral force-drift hysteretic response for: (a) PRC+ST, (b) PRC+UHPC, and (c) PRC+ECC. (d)703
comparison of average backbone curves.704

 Fig. 10. PRC+ST specimen steel tube hoop strain response.705

 Fig. 11. Base joint rotation and gap opening diagram.706

 Fig. 12. Pier base responses: (a) neutral axis behavior, (b) joint gap opening.707

 Fig. 13. Self-centering and energy-dissipation capacities: (a) RSE, (b) equivalent damping ratio.708

 Fig. 14. PT stress vs. drift response measured by the load cell: (a) PRC+ST, (b) PRC+UHPC, and (c)709
PRC+ECC. (d) comparison of PT loss ratio.710

 Fig. 15. PT strain responses measured by the strain gauges: (a) PRC+ST, (b) PRC+UHPC, (c)711
PRC+ECC, and (d) PRC.712

 Fig. 16. FE model sketches: (a) Basic element discretization, (b) fiber section discretization, (c) base713
boundary detailing, and (d) PT loss analysis model.714

 Fig. 17. PT loss ratio vs. PT bar elongation relationships for three enhanced PRC piers.715

 Fig. 18. Comparison of the simulation and test results: (a) PRC+ST, (b) PRC+UHPC, and (c) PRC+ECC.716
(d) the effects of PT loss on load resistance.717
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Figures718

719
Fig. 1. (a) Sketch representation, (b) expected flag-shaped hysteresis, and (c) base rocking behavior of the720

post-tensioned reinforced concrete (PRC) rocking column. (d) and (e) an actual example of base damage and721
the lateral force-drift response of PRC columns tested by Shen et al. (2022b).722

723
Fig. 2. Schematic view of rocking base details for: (a) PRC pier (Shen et al. 2022b), (b) PRC+ST pier, (c)724

PRC+UHPC pier, and (d) PRC+ECC pier [unit: mm].725
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726
Fig. 3. (a) Specimen configurations and dimensions [unit: mm], (b) finished enhanced PRC test specimens.727

728
Fig. 4. Failure states of material samples under compression and the fibers used in them: (a) UHPC with729

steel fibers, (b) ECC with polyvinyl alcohol fibers.730

731
Fig. 5. Test setup with instrumentation deployment.732

733
Fig. 6. Loading protocol: (a) vertical direction, (b) lateral direction.734
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735
Fig. 7. Damage evolution and final state for the benchmark PRC pier.736

737

738
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739
Fig. 8. Damage evolution and final state for: (a) PRC+ST, (b) PRC+UHPC, and (c) PRC+ECC.740

741
Fig. 9. Rocking behavior of the PRC pier’s bases during the tests.742

743

744
Fig. 10. Lateral force-drift hysteretic response for: (a) PRC+ST, (b) PRC+UHPC, and (c) PRC+ECC. (d)745

comparison of average backbone curves.746
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747
Fig. 11. PRC+ST specimen steel tube hoop strain response.748

749
Fig. 12. Base joint rotation and gap opening diagram.750

751
Fig. 13. Pier base responses: (a) neutral axis behavior, (b) joint gap opening.752

753
Fig. 14. Self-centering and energy-dissipation capacities: (a) RSE, (b) equivalent damping ratio.754

755
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756
Fig. 15. PT stress vs. drift response measured by the load cell: (a) PRC+ST, (b) PRC+UHPC, and (c)757

PRC+ECC. (d) comparison of PT loss ratio.758

759
Fig. 16. PT strain responses measured by the strain gauges: (a) PRC+ST, (b) PRC+UHPC, (c) PRC+ECC,760

and (d) PRC.761

762
Fig. 17. FE model sketches: (a) PRC+ST/PRC+UHPC, (b) PRC+ECC.763
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764
Fig. 18. FE model details: (a) fiber section discretization, (b) base boundary detailing, and (c) PT loss765

analysis model.766

767
Fig. 19. PT loss ratio vs. PT bar elongation relationships for three enhanced PRC piers.768

769

770
Fig. 20. Comparison of the simulation and test results: (a) PRC+ST, (b) PRC+UHPC, and (c) PRC+ECC. (d)771

the effects of PT loss on load resistance.772
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Tables773

Table 1 Design parameters and details of tested specimens.774

Specimen ED bars/ρED PT force/ηP Lu (mm) Mortar bed Characteristic

PRC

6-D16/0.79% 749kN/0.175 250

UHPCa W/o any enhanced pier base detail

PRC+ST UHPCa Sheathed with a steel tube at pier base

PRC+UHPC UHPCa Use of a UHPCb segment at pier base

PRC+ECC ECC Employment of ECC as mortar bed

775
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Table 2 Material properties.776

Material Yield strength
(MPa)

Ultimate tensile strength
(MPa)

Elastic modulus
(GPa)

Compressive strength
(MPa)

UHPCa — — 44.4 134.4
UHPCb — — 43.4 121.0

ECC — — 18.0 47.2

Normal concrete — — 34.2 41.1

Steel tube 325.0 444.8 209.8 —
D16 ED bar 540.1 681.6 218.2 —

D40 PT bar 1067.7 1116.6 215.3 —
Note: The middle portion of the D40 PT bar coupon was machined down to a diameter of 20 mm to guarantee that it777
could fracture in tension.778


